Introduction
"Out of chaos comes order" -Nietzsche
• Darwinistic selection produces order
• Biological mutations due to copying errors during DNA replication produce disorder
• Consider a living system where -Selection of the fittest eliminates many mutations -Newly generated mutations are random
Introduction -cont'd
• Three Cases:
1. A mutation kills us before child-bearing age; no mutation is passed to any offspring 2. A mutation kills us during child-bearing age; selection pressure eliminates most mutations from population 3. A mutation kills us after child-bearing age; mutation stays in the population
• Even though new mutations occur randomly for all ages, accumulated mutations predominantly affect us in old age
Biological aging is organized.
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Background
• There are many theories of biological aging
• Many theories previously assumed a priori that time-independent population exists
• Problem: Previous theories could not explain how mutational meltdown is avoided by nature
• Solution: Use Monte Carlo simulation to look at changing populations and their time decay to zero
Mutation Accumulation Theory
After many generations, the mutations at old age will be much more numerous that those active at young age. We can avoid mutational meltdown by:
1. Allowing a finite fraction of population to escape completely 2. Use Poisson distribution for the number of mutations instead of assuming that each individual has 0 or 1 mutation with equal probability Purpose: To provide a mechanism that avoids mutational meltdown
• First model to reproduce Gompertz's law, which states that adult mortality increases exponentially with age • A bit set to 1 = disease
• A bit set to 0 = good health
• The individual dies after the third bit is set
• At each time interval (one year), every surviving individual beyond reproductive age (minage) gives birth to one child with probability pbirth
• The child does not necessarily have more mutations than the parent Results:
• Bits for old age were set
• Bits for young age were mostly 0
• After 1000 yrs, dangerous mutations occur everywhere Two ways to escape mutational meltdown:
1. Mutations take effect after inidividuals have already reproduced 2. If the randomly selected bit in a child has already been set, another bit to set is not searched for 
